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Abstract

Gastric cancer is the 2nd most common cause of death among all cancers and is the 4th most common cancer in the world. The number of deaths due to gastric cancer is about 800,000 annually. Gastric cancer is more common in men as compared to women and is 3rd most common cancer after colorectal and breast cancers in women. A progressive rise in the incidence rate has been observed in females over the last 5 years. The highest incidence of stomach cancer is in China, South America and Eastern Europe. The incidence of gastric cancer has 20 fold variation worldwide. Global variation is linked by two factors which play important role in developing gastric cancer. One is infection with Helicobacter pylori and the 2nd is diet. South Asia is a region with low risk, despite a high prevalence of H.pylori. Gastric carcinoma is common in southern region of India. Gastric cancer is more readily treated if diagnosed early. This study aims to provide awareness about gastric cancer as well as an updated knowledge about risk factors and epidemiology of gastric cancer in Pakistan.
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Introduction

Carcinoma of the stomach is 2nd most common cancer in the world. According to a worldwide estimation the mortality ratio of stomach cancer is 19.1 and stomach cancer is most common cancer in men after lung cancer. Gastric cancer is usually seen more in low socio economic group. Increase incidence of the lesion at the cardiac end of the stomach has been associated with adenocarcinoma of the lower esophagus and obesity is common risk factors (Roder et al., 2002). According to Scandinavian study weight loss, anorexia and epigastric pain. In initial stage of gastric cancer, H2 receptor antagonists or antacids reduce symptoms but are less effective in advance stage of disease. Large cancer of prepyloric region or antrum may cause gastric outlet obstruction. Anemia occurs due to chronic bleeding and presence of occult blood in the stools. Dysphagia is observed in patients with cancer of esophagogastric junction.

Risk factors

No single factor is involved in stomach cancer. H. pylori has strong association with various gastric pathologies such as gastric adenocarcinoma, gastric MALT lymphoma, peptic ulcer and type B antral enteritis (Jing et al., 2012; Karami et al., 2013). Ahmed et al reported that H. pylori is risk factor of gastric cancer in Pakistan. Most common cause of gastric cancer is H. pylori infection in Pakistan. Gastric cancer is most common in patients with H. pylori infection in Pakistan. Prevalence of gastric cancer is three times more in Patients with seropositive for H. pylori than seronegative H. pylori in Pakistan (Ahmad et al., 2009). Ejaz et al conducted a study in rural areas of Pakistan and reported that use of pesticides is common cause of cancer in rural areas of Pakistan (Ejaz et al., 2004). Zeb et al reported that probable weight loss, anorexia and epigastric pain. In initial stage of gastric cancer, H2 receptor antagonists or antacids reduce symptoms but are less effective in advance stage of disease. Large cancer of prepyloric region or antrum may cause gastric outlet obstruction. Anemia occurs due to chronic bleeding and presence of occult blood in the stools. Dysphagia is observed in patients with cancer of esophagogastric junction.
and the most important reason for high incidence of cancer in distract Dir, Pakistan is little rest, high burden of work, low intake of antioxidant and illiteracy (Zeb et al., 2006). Khan et al reported that H. pylori is highly prevalence in Pakistan, that is most common risk factor for development of gastric cancer (Khan et al., 2013). Bhurgri et al., stated that less use of vegetables and cigarette smoking are major risk factors of gastric cancer in Pakistan (Bhurgri et al., 2004). Risk factor for H. pylori infection includes unsafe water supply, consumption of raw foods, overpopulation and poor sanitary conditions (Zhong et al., 2012). Risk factor for development of gastric cancer is occurs due to cigarette smoking. Incidence of gastric cancer increases with duration of the habits and amount of cigarette smoked. Gastric cancer is more common in people eating large amount of pickled vegetables, meat, smoked fish and starch. Study show that nitrosamines are involved in development of cancer in animals and may play role in development of gastric cancer in humans. Dietary nitrates and nitrates are converted to nitrosamine by the action of H. pylori and other bacteria. Fresh vegetables, whole milk and vitamin C and other antioxidant prevent the development of gastric cancer. Prevalence of gastric cancer is more in people with hereditary nonpolyposis colorectal cancer (HNPPC) syndrome. Germline mutation in the gene for E-cadherin (CDH1) is responsible for incidence of diffuse gastric cancer. In one study data showed the that expression of autocrine motility factor receptor (AMFR) was a risk factor representing poor prognosis in patients with stomach cancer following surgical resection (Li et al., 2013). Gastric adenomatous polyps, subtotal gastrectomy, pernicious anemia, autoimmune gastritis and atrophic gastritis are associated with development of gastric cancer. In one study, prevalence of helicobacter pylori infection in patients who usually consumed unboiled water was 61.6% which was higher than those who drink boiled water (30.8%). The water quality has strong effects on prevalence of H pylori infection (Mitipat et al., 2005). Campos et al reported that Epstein-Barr is virus associated with gastric cancer in Colomba (Campos et al., 2006). Studies indicate that EBV causes molecular changes that lead to gastric cancer. Characteristics of EBV associated gastric cancer differentiate from characteristics of Helicobacter pylori associated gastric cancer (Malakar et al., 2014; Tuncel et al., 2014).

Worldwide prevalence

Gastric cancers remain main cause of death among people of United States up to mid- 20th century, now it is 3% of cancer deaths among people of the United States. Prevalence of gastric cancer is 7 to 8 times more in Chile and Japan than United States. Highest prevalence of gastric cancer is observed in Japan. Incident rates are highest in Japan (in men 77.9 per 100000 and in women 33.3) (Maxwell et al., 1999). Prevalence of gastric cancer is ten times as frequent as observed in American whites. High prevalence is also seen in Latin America. Gastric cancer is also common in Eastern Europe and Iceland. Mortality rate due to cancer in Japan was 6.8/100, 000 (Aoki, 2006). In Korea, number of death due to cancer was 72,046 in 2010 that is 28% of all death.

High prevalence of gastric cancer was reported in different regions of Iran (Sadjadi et al., 2003). Incidence of gastric cancer is 19.7 per 100000 people in Semnan province in Iran (Babaei et al., 2005). In a study conducted in Guilan province confirmed that chronic gastritis, atrophy and dysplasia are more common in stomach cancer relatives as compared to control group (Mansour-Ghanaei et al., 2012). Cancer related deaths are more common in gastric cancer and is the fourth most commonly diagnosed cancer in the World. More than one million people are diagnosed with stomach cancer annually (Basiri et al., 2014; Deng et al., 2014; Khoshbaten et al., 2014; Karim et al., 2014; Unal et al., 2014; Yang et al., 2014; Zhou et al., 2014). In South Australia, its mortality has been reduced nearly 40% since last 20 years due to better refrigeration. Mohammad et al reported prevalence of gastric cancer in Brunei Darussalam and stated that it is 2nd most common among gastrointestinal cancers (Mohammad et al., 2014). Prevalence of gastric cancer is high in China (Lu et al., 2014). Prevalence of gastric cancer in male to female ratio was 1.2:1 (Abdifard et al., 2013). Prevalence of gastric cancer is more in Iran as compared to western countries (Sadjadi et al., 2003). Prevalence of gastric cancer is decreasing due to decline in prevalence of helicobacter pylori infection and improvement in living standard (Atkar et al., 2013). In Iranian population, new cases of cancer are 50, 000 in the 75 million populations annually and GIT tracks cancer are 38% of all cancer cases (Pourhoseingholi, 2008). Prevalence of esophageal cancer is high in northern Iran (Mohagheghi and Mosavi, 2010). Occurrence of gastric cancer is uncommon in people below 30 years of age and incidence of gastric cancer increases in people above 50 years of age. Gastric cancer is endemic in Japan and age of onset of gastric cancer is lower in Japanese people. Prevalence of gastric cancer is more in male as compared to female. Incidence of gastric cancer is more in American blacks than American whites.

Prevalence in Pakistan

Carcinoma stomach is commonly present in males (Byrne et al., 2002). In Pakistan one study shows that carcinoma stomach was seen mostly in young male patients, presenting late with advanced disease in stage III and IV in emergency. Only 33% tumors were resectable while 66.7% patients were managed by palliative treatment. Overall mortality was 13.3% due to its late presentation (Shahida et al., 2011). Prevalence of stomach cancer in south and central Asia are identified as low to moderate. Curado stated that incidence in males in different cancer registries in India, on the south east border of Pakistan ranges from 3.4 per 100,000 in Delhi to 12.2 per 100,000 in Trivandarm to 6 per 100,000 in Chennai (Curado et al., 2007). Prevalence of gastric cancer in Karachi was 6 per 100,000 in males and 3.6 per 100,000 in female respectively. Iran, further north Marjani has a reported incidence of 11.2 per 100,000 persons. Marjani reported incidence of gastric cancer in Iran that is 11.2 per 100,000 persons that falls into a higher risk region, in comparison to Karachi (Marjani et
al., 2007). One study of gastric carcinoma conducted in Peshawar Pakistan shows that 60% patients belonged to northern part of the province, 30% were from Southern area, 6% from the western area whereas 4% were from eastern side. Adenocarcinoma was the common (100%) histological type. No gastric lymphoma was found (Aman et al., 2003). Bhurgri stated that gastric cancer incidence is increasing in Karachi in males above 40 years of age. The male to female ratio was 2:1 in Karachi (Bhurgri et al., 2009). Mortality rate of gastric cancer in Pakistan is 6541 deaths per year. The incidence of \textit{H. pylori} infection is very high in Pakistan and number of cases is increasing due to unavailability of diagnostic and treatment facilities at public sector. Zubair’s study shows that the all Gastric cancer patient of Karachi are diagnosed at very late stage in these patients full thickness of gastric wall is involved with positive lymph node (Zubair et al., 2007).

Conclusion and Future Prospects

Gastric cancer is a major health issue among Pakistani population. If it is not diagnosed properly and timely, it can become a life-threatening situation. \textit{H. pylori} is the major risk factor in Pakistan. The incidence and prevalence of gastric carcinomas are increasing worldwide due to decrease intake of fruits and vegetables that contains antioxidants and vitamins which helps us to boost our immune system, and increase intake of noxious and contaminated food such as food from stalls or packed in tin or jars and harmful substances such as tobacco naswara, gutkha etc or use of unsterile syringes, physical inactivity etc. Community based health education programs are therefore urgently needed, which give awareness regarding early diagnosis and signs and symptoms of gastric cancer. Mortality rate of gastric cancer is increasing because of the late diagnosis, late seeking for medical help. Emphasis should be given on prevention and timely diagnosis of gastric cancer so that to give the patients better opportunities for gastric cancer treatment. The use of modern diagnostic tools and timely diagnosis will improve mortality and morbidity. Health education of community regarding \textit{H. pylori} and early treatment of gastric cancer will prove useful as preventive measures. So by decreasing and identifying the risk factors and evaluating the patient, it is possible to improve the prognosis so far as the morbidity and mortality of gastric cancer patients. Aggressive screening is suggested and arrangement of awareness programs should be made. Risk factors predisposing to high prevalence of gastric cancer should be identified and dealt with. The measures should have been performed to control this and to change our lifestyle and to decrease the gastric carcinoma in developing countries.
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